Internet is not required. Look up cow data anywhere

2. Used by herds ranging in size from 13 to 13,000 cows

3. Affordable monthly fee with no large up-front purchase

4. Wirelessly sync unlimited phones, tablets or media devices at no extra charge. Have a device for yourself, your herdsperson and any other critical employees

5. Enter vet check day data cow side on one screen with the Vet Check Maxx feature for tablets

6. Auto back-ups and updates

7. RFID wanding compatible. Audio features make wanding even faster!

8. Cow side entry eliminates the need for clipboard and paperwork

9. Customizable cow pages

10. Create a worklist as you see animals needing attention

11. Group Check allows for quick verification of cows in specific pens

12. A companion app to PCDART. Import PCDART Reports

13. Customize reports to your needs

14. Color code your inputs and reports by category, order or any other way that improves efficiency

15. Simplify calving data! Enter calving, transponder number and group change on the same screen

16. Assign animals to protocols immediately, reducing forgotten to-do items

17. Mark chores complete as you go. Save that second step

18. Assign health conditions and treatments as you and your employees walk the herd.

19. Enter new animals as they come off the trailer, reducing confusion

20. Display cows and heifers separately when desired

21. Load multiple herds on the same device with Consultant version. Works for units with multiple herdcodes, too!

22. Import/Export BullList to help resolve incorrect service sire information

23. Share customizable Health Remarks with PCDART

24. Work with a network or on a standalone device.

25. Available in English, Spanish, and Czech with easy transition back and forth